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Ho’any Anna.

Tsy tonga teto amin’ity toerana ity aho raha tsy nisy anao 
teo anilako, teo amin’ny fiainako, niara nizara ny rehetra 
tamiko. Madagasikara dia sady fonenako no fonenanao ary 
ity asa ity doa vokatry ny fiaraha miasatsika. Misaotra 
indrindra tamin’ny fitiavanao, fanohananao ary tamin’ny 
zavatra tsara rehetra nataonao tamin’ny fiainako. Tsy ho 
adinoko mandrakizay ny zavatra niarahatsika nanorina ary 
ity boky dia anisan ny porofo manamarina izany.
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NOTE ON ORTHOGRAPHY

Malagasy uses the Latin alphabet.
The alphabet consists of 21 letters: a, b, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, l, m, n, 
o, p, r, s, t, v, y, z.
The orthography maps to English phonetics, except for some vowel 
pronunciation.
O is pronounced /u/.
The letters i and y both represent the /i/ sound (where y is used to 
end a word, joined as a compound noun, it is omitted and an ‘ is 
used).
The affricates / / and / / are written tr and dr, respectively, 
while /ts/ and /dz/ are written ts and j.
The letter h is often silent.
All other letters have essentially their IPA values.
Mp and occasionally nt may begin a word, but they are pronounced 
/p, t/.
Nouns beginning with v change to b, h to k in compound nouns.
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